
 M aybe it’s fallout from watching reruns of 
Happy Days or Father Knows Best. maybe it's an unintentional 
side effect of form documents. but for whatever reason, many 
trusts are being created today that ignore decades of 
demographic changes, changes in the law, and the ongoing 
evolution of the investment world. many oft-used trust 

provisions no longer reflect the current reality, nor do they offer sufficient 
flexibility to address future changes in personal and financial affairs. 

to succeed, trusts need to be responsive and anticipatory. they need to be 
flexible. New trusts can be designed with that flexibility. even in the case of 
existing trusts, that flexibility can often be retrofitted with the aid of experts. 
important questions need to be asked and answered, and trust provisions need to 
be adjusted accordingly and then monitored from that point forward. in other 
words, if trusts aren’t up to date, they need to be.  and then they need to anticipate 
that times will, and do, invariably change.

Core ConCepts
•  The changing landscape. Demographic changes have been significant in 

recent decades, particularly with regard to trends in marriage, divorce and 
family creation. Nontraditional families are becoming increasingly common, 
women’s roles are evolving, and life expectancies have increased for everyone — 
all of which impact planning needs. similarly, tax trends and changes in the 
law, as well as the ongoing evolution and increasing integration of the financial 
planning and investment worlds, add to the need to be flexible in planning.  
many existing trust documents haven’t kept pace with these changes; worse, 
many new trust documents are often created using old assumptions about 
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families and generations — often 
jeopardizing efforts to fulfill the 
grantor’s intentions. 

•  New branches for family trees, 
new planning headaches. spouses’ 
roles have evolved in the past few 
decades. spouses now tend to function 
as partners in managing family 
finances, which raises questions, for 
instance, about the continued use 
of restrictive trusts for a surviving 
spouse. also, evolving family structures 
and new reproductive technologies 
are redefining the parent-child 
relationship from both cultural and 
legal perspectives. Knowing how to 
define a class of trust beneficiaries — 
who is included and who is not — is 
obviously of great importance. once this 
is determined, however, there are other 
considerations. How can "affluenza" 
be avoided? should children be treated 
equally or equitably? Do incentives 
make sense? these issues, and other 
family dynamics, need to be explored 
and addressed, including those that 
relate to future generations.

•   Practical strategies for bringing trusts 
into the 21st century: Flexibility 
is critical. revising antiquated 
distribution standards to fit better 
with lengthening life spans, granting 
rights of withdrawal to beneficiaries, 
providing flexible standards of invasion 
to trustees, granting general or limited 
powers of appointment, creating 
sprinkling trusts, and even allowing for 
flexibility in a trust's duration — these 
are all effective methods of increasing a 
trust’s adaptability and ability to keep 
pace with changing times. 

•   Selecting fiduciaries: Weighing the 
pros and cons of family members, 
attorneys and corporate fiduciaries. 
Given the increasing trust trends of 
more sophisticated investment choices, 
longer duration and complicated 
distribution provisions, the role of 
the trustee has become increasingly 
complex. Choosing the right trustee 
is more crucial to a trust's success 
than ever before. family members, 
attorneys and corporate fiduciaries are 
among the various options available.
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This report is provided for informational purposes only and was not issued in connection with any proposed offering of securities. It was issued without regard 
to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient and does not contain investment recommendations. 
Bank of America and its affiliates do not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential damages or losses arising from any use of this report or  
its contents. The information in this report was obtained from sources believed to be accurate, but we do not guarantee that it is accurate or complete. Always 
consult with your independent attorney, tax advisor, investment manager and insurance agent for final recommendations and before changing or implementing  
any financial, tax or estate planning strategy. 

Information in this material is not intended to constitute legal, tax or investment advice. If any information is deemed “written advice” within the meaning of IRS 
Regulations, please note the following:

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Pursuant to IRS Regulations, neither the information, nor any advice contained in this communication (including any attachments), 
is intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another 
party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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